
THTR 252a  – Intermediate Acting 1 - 62788 
Units: 2 
Term: Spring 2022 
Day/Time: Tuesday/Thursday, 1pm – 2:50pm  

     Location:  PED 202 
Instructor: Christopher Shaw  
Office: Virtual on Zoom  
Office Hours: By Appointment : email Shawchri@usc.edu 
Contact Info: Shawchri@usc.edu 
           (323) 632-4894 ( Cell – Text OK)  

Course Description 
 
Course Catalog: Polishing the actor's skills through analysis and performance applied to the arc of a 
character. 
 

The mission of this class is to deepen the approach and method by which the actor moves towards 
artistry, specificity and excellence in performance through dedicated process, specific application and 
deliberate practice. Through analysis of the text from the actor’s point of view (What do I want?  What 
do I want the other person to do? Etc.) coupled with a focus of attention on the other actor(s), the aim 
will be to deepen the method by which one can “live believably in the imaginary circumstances of a 
scene, with complete spontaneity and precise repeatability”.  The course will engage in the practice of 
the rigorous, precise application of an approach to acting that continues to be an effective and 
practical  foundation of the contemporary actor’s craft. Students will engage in the practice of specific 
and disciplined rehearsal methods and techniques, as well identifying and documenting the specific 
details of the actor’s personal scene analysis and preparation “homework”. Students will learn how to 
effectively apply that work using a method of “deliberate practice” , much like a musician. Students 
will work on and present acting exercises and scenes, and begin to practice a specific, repeatable, 
structured approach to effectively applying the actor’s craft. Theatre is a collaborative art form and we 
foster an inclusive learning environment that addresses integration of equity, diversity, and inclusion. 
 
“It is my belief that acting is action, that action leads emotion and that character is the sum of the 
actions played” – Jack Rowe, USC SDA, emeritus professor 
 
“…An organic transference of oneself to the role, the development of a new “I” who is alive in the world 
of the play, involves a creative process which is not a willy-nilly, loose way of working that depends 
solely on intuitive or elusive inspiration. On the contrary, it is a process which, however slow and 
painstaking, can be structured in an orderly way over which the actor has control, although no part of 
it is mechanical… It is a true challenge of one’s diligence and one’s talent. This process is to me like the 
drafting of a musical score in which the actor composes the character’s theme, orchestrates it, defines 
the phrases, individual beats, and the arrangement of the notes he will eventually play with 
spontaneity at each performance, putting to use his finely honed inner and outer techniques.” – Uta 
Hagen, A Challenge for the Actor © 1991, by Uta Hagen  
 
"Remember that you are learning a craft, that you are presenting work for constructive criticism, not 
looking for approval or disapproval. Therefore, I ask you not to sit in judgment of your fellow actors. In 
order to benefit from their work, identify with their problems. When they make technical errors, ask 
yourself how often you make the same ones, and, when you hear the teachers’ corrective answers, 
apply them to yourself. When something is convincing and involves (engages) you as a spectator, ask 
yourself how it was achieved and how you could accomplish the same reality. Then you will be learning 
during the entire session rather than just waiting for your turn to perform.” – Uta Hagen, A Challenge 
for the Actor © 1991, by Uta Hagen 
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Learning Objectives 

The deepening of the actor’s craft through disciplined practice & active engagement. Experiential 
understanding of the actors craft gained through application of techniques explored in class to 
scene work, and the development of professional work habits. Incorporation of the actors 
homework through the use of a specific deliberate practice taught in this class.  

 
By the end of this course students should understand and be able to demonstrate facility with the 
following:  
 

. Analyze the text from the actor/character point of view (What do I want?  What do I want 
the other person to do? Etc.) coupled with a focus of attention on the other actor(s) and 
the ability to incorporate this work actively into performance. 

. Execute strong intentions ( objectives, actions) in scenes.  

. Utilize the rehearsal techniques practiced from “ Reahearsing in the Zone” of deliberate 
practice to support incorporation of independent actor homework choices 

. Creation and completion of the actor’s prompt book “score” and “actor’s homework” and 
clear demonstration of utilizing this tool through incorporation and active application of 
that work in the in-class rehearsals and scene work 

. Creation and utilization of a strong, detailed environment for the character.  

. Employment of a variety of tactics / actions, while executing with clear objectives/ 
wants/intentions in prepared scene work.   

. Living believably in the imaginary circumstances as dictated by the playwright of the scene 
you are working on ( coupled with the willingness to let go of “previous habits of 
performing and acting” and committing to the new methods of working proposed by the 
instructor and presented in the assigned reading for this course)  

   

Prerequisite(s): THTR 101  

Course Notes 
. In- Class Participation is 15% of grade. ( See definition of participation in “Grading” on this syllabus)  
. Outside rehearsals are mandatory 
. If  a scene is scheduled to work in class ( on Zoom) for an in – class (on Zoom)  rehearsal or 

presentation and is clearly under-rehearsed or under-prepared, you will be asked to sit down ( 
pass on class work time slot on Zoom)  and will loose points for that assignment.  

. Scenes should be 100% off book, lines memorized by second “ pass” of scene in class (on Zoom) , 
or you will be asked to sit down down ( pass on class work time slot on Zoom)and loose points for 
that assignment.  

. Use of cell phones in class ( on Zoom) will result in 10-point overall grade reduction for each 
incident – I will call you out in front of the entire class, so you have fair warning now. I use my 
phone timer to time working scenes, so you will see me utilizing my phone.  

 

Technological Proficiency and Hardware/Software Required 
Minimal technical requirements are outlined here  
 

USC technology rental program 
We realize that attending classes online and completing coursework remotely requires access to technology 
that not all students possess. If you need resources to successfully participate in your classes, such as a 
laptop or internet hotspot, you may be eligible for the university’s equipment rental program. To apply, 
please submit an application. The Student Basic Needs team will contact all applicants in early August and 
distribute equipment to eligible applicants prior to the start of the fall semester 

https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/201362023-System-Requirements-for-PC-Mac-and-Linux
https://studentbasicneeds.usc.edu/resources/technology-assistance/
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USC Technology Support Links  
Zoom information for students 
Blackboard help for students 
Software available to USC Campus 
IT Services 213 -740 – 5555 or email consult@usc.edu 
 

Reading and supplementary materials:  

As provided in PDF format by instructor.  

Description and Assessment of Assignments  
 

. In-class rehearsals and presentations of scenes are expected to be specifically examined and fully 
rehearsed & prepared , with written homework component reflected in prompt book and 
incorporated into the work in the presentation.  A clear demonstration of your understanding and 
application of what was learned in the experience of observing the class work of others and 
assimilating the techniques and theories actively explored in exercises in class , is expected to be 
reflected in your own class work and presentations – this is a large factor in all grading 
assessments. You will learn by watching others work and being mentally present in class and then 
applying what you learn to your own work and in class presntations. You will learn as much by 
observing and sharing your understanding of other’s class work as you will learn by “doing” and 
presenting.  

. In class participation is 15% of overall grade, ( See definition of participation in “Grading” on this 
syllabus)  

. Credit will be given for any in-class exercise performed on or before the scheduled deadline, and in 
a manner that reflects thoroughness of preparation. This includes the utilization of props, 
costumes, and confident memorization of text.  

. If a student is concerned about their grade or progress in class, they should make an appointment 
to discuss this with the professor. Midterm grades will reflect only a “satisfactory” or 
“unsatisfactory” score.  
 

 
Grading Breakdown 
 

Absences/Tardiness: 

Learning in class depends on the layering of intellectual and emotional discovery resulting from 
the consistent active exploration of 100% of the Ensemble No absences or tardies are allowed. 
Cumulative active class participation points will be lost. Participation is weighted at no more 
than 15% as per University Guideline 

 

Grading Policy: 

Grades are not dictated by the success of acting presentations or the instructor’s subjective 
opinion of talent and artistic preference. 

 

Grades are dictated by 

• Participation, preparation, attendance 

• Constructive feedback of classmates’ acting presentations 

https://keepteaching.usc.edu/start-learning/
https://studentblackboardhelp.usc.edu/
https://software.usc.edu/
mailto:consult@usc.edu
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• Willingness to experiment and apply the constructive feedback of instructor and students 
on one’s own scenes, presentations, and exercises 

• Meeting all assignment deadlines: reading, writing, acting, scene and exercise 
presentations 

• Maintaining a clean organized readable “prompt book” throughout the course handed in 
at end of course for grading, adhering specifically to guidelines provided  

• Application and understanding of methods being explored in class and in reading to scene 
work and exercises 

• Clear demonstration of the proposed method taught in class of “deliberate practice”  in 
preparation and presentation of scenes and acting exercise and precise memorization of 
lines 

• Availability to fellow classmates to rehearse scenes  
 

Note: If a deadline is missed because of a classmate/ project partner’s unavailability, the available 
partner/s will not be penalized.  If problems arise, a discussion with the professor with all involved 
must be arranged before the day of the scheduled scene or everyone will be held equally 
accountable. BEFORE ANY SCENE MAY BE REHEARSED ON ITS FEET IN CLASS, THERE MUST BE A 
MINIMUM OF 2 HOURS OF OUTSIDE REHEARSAL. LINES MUST BE ACCURATELY MEMORIZED BY 
SECOND ”ON FEET”  IN-CLASS REHEARSAL  ( the first read in chairs not included here as an in-class 
rehearsal)  

 

Assessment of “Participation”  15% of the final grade is earned through class 

participation. This will be defined as:   

• Students are required to be present and  on time for all classes and  scheduled 
sessions unless they are genuinely too ill to attend or affected by unavoidable 
personal or external circumstances. If the student has more than 2 absences or 
late arrivals during the course they will not be able to fulfill their ability to fully 
participate in class. Additionally, students must keep the teacher informed of any 
absence or late arrival IN ADVANCE. Failure to do so also constitutes a lack of 

participation and points will be deducted.   
• Appropriate rehearsal clothing and props for ALL EXERCISES AND IN CLASS 

REHEARSALS.   

• Openness to new methods of working and eagerness to attempt them.   

• Constructive feedback on classmates’ acting presentations.   

• Energized support of all classmates’ work.   
• Willingness to experiment and apply the constructive feedback of professor and 

fellow students on one’s own work.   

• Meeting all assignment deadlines.   

• Memorization of assigned material.   

• Availability to fellow classmates to rehearse outside class.  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Grades  
Assignment Points % of Grade

Hagen  Destination Exercise 15 15

In - Class Rehearsal Scene  #1 10 10

MID- TERM Scene Presentation ( Final presentation of Scene #1) 15 15

Completed prompt book / actor homework 15 15

In - Class Rehearsal  Scene #2 10 10

Final ( Final presentation of Scene #2) 20 20

Cumulative Active Class Participation / Contribution 15 15

TOTAL 100 100  
                        
Grading Scale  
Course final grades will be determined using the following scale  
A 95-100 
A- 90-94 
B+ 87-89 
B 83-86 
B- 80-82 
C+ 77-79 
C 73-76 
C- 70-72 
D+ 67-69 
D 63-66 
D- 60-62 
F 59 and below 
 

For all assignments points will be determined as follows: 
 

100% - Excellent: clear understanding of the class material is coupled with original and creative 

insight and confident preparation   

85% - Good: class material has been understood clearly and performed competently  

75% - Average: class material has been generally understood, but gaps in understanding and 

performance remain  

50% - Poor: there are identifiable gaps in the understanding of class material, as well as 

deficiencies in basic requirements such as memorization, blocking, etc.  

0% - Unacceptable: work was not completed on time, with no communication with professor or 

student partners  

Assignment Rubrics 
Available on blackboard where applicabl 
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Grading Timeline 

Per class schedule / at time of presentation of various graded assignments. If a student is concerned about 
their grade or progress in class, they should make an appointment to discuss this with the professor. 
Midterm grades will reflect only a “satisfactory” or “unsatisfactory” score.  

 
Additional Policies 

• No food or eating is allowed in class at any time. 

• Students must be in proper rehearsal clothes at the start of class if presenting a scene.   

• Please refrain from distracting unfocused unprofessional behavior during class – you are 
expected to practice the focused respectful behavior displayed in the professional world 
and in keeping with the  mature professional culture of SDA.  

 

Course Schedule: A Weekly Breakdown. NOTE: Since this is a live studio style class where we 

work on the craft live during class time this schedule is always subject to change 

Week 1:  

Tuesday 1/11 

• Discuss student expectations, course goals, requirements, deadlines, required texts, reading, 
zoom ettiquet  

• Discuss Destination Exercise 

Thursday 1/13 

• Present Destination Exercise  
 

____________________________________________ 
 
Week 2:  
 
Tuesday 1/18 

• Present Destination Exercise  
 

Thursday 1/20  
• In-class discussion of reading and research on “A Doll’s House” (participation expected as part 

of grade)  
• Begin Table Read “A Doll’s House”  

____________________________________________________ 
 
Week 3:  
 
Tuesday 1/25 

• Warm-up, acting exercises  

• Table Read “A Doll’s House”  
 
Thursday 1/27 

• Warm-up, acting exercises  

• Table Read “NORA : Doll’s House “ Compare original text to contemporary text  

• Assign Dramaturgical Research 
 
WEEKEND READING: Adler Article PDF – On Ibsen  
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Week 4:  
 
Tuesday 2/1 

• Discuss Weekend reading in relation to play  

• PRESENT Research per group  

• Cast Act One Groups for “Nora; A Doll’s House”  
 
Thursday 2/3 

• Table work – Act One  
 
______________________________________________________ 
 
Week 5: 
 
Tuesday 2/8 

• Work Scenes of Act One  

• Homework: Meet with your Scene Group to Rehearse  
 
Thursday 2/10 

• Work Scenes of Act One  

• Homework: Meet with your Scene Group to Rehearse  
 
_________________________________________________________ 
 
Week 6: 
 
Tuesday 2/15 

• In Class Rehersal – Nora  

• Homework: Meet with your Scene Group to Rehearse  
 
Thursday 2/17 

• In Class Rehersal – Nora  

• Homework: Meet with your Scene Group to Rehearse  
 

_________________________________________________________ 
 
Week 7:  
 
Tuesday 2/22 

• In Class Rehersal – Nora  

• Homework: Meet with your Scene Group to Rehearse  
 
Thursday 2/24 

• In Class Rehersal – Nora  

• Homework: Meet with your Scene Group to Rehearse  
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Week 8:  
 
Tuesday 3/1 

• In Class Rehersal – Nora  

• Homework: Meet with your Scene Group to Rehearse  
 
Thursday 3/3 

• In Class Rehersal – Nora  

• Homework: Meet with your Scene Group to Rehearse  
 
________________________________________________ 
 
Week 9 : 
 
Tuesday 3/8 

• MID TERM: Different Groups present Full Act of Nora: A Doll’s House  
 
Thursday 3/10 

• MID TERM: Different Groups present Full Act of Nora: A Doll’s House  
 
_____________________________________________________ 
 
Week 10 – Spring Break -  
 
Week 11- 16 TBD  
 
Last Class:  Thursday April 28  
 
 
FINAL EXAM:  Wednesday May 11, 2- 4 pm  
 

The Final is dictated by the creative process of the class so specifics will be discussed later in the 
semester. 

 
________________________________________________________ 

 
EXTRA-CURRICULAR COMMITMENTS AND ISPS 

 

Should you choose to participate in any extra-curricular project, such as an Independent Student Production, 
the SDA administration and faculty will not make allowances or exceptions for absences in class, missed or 
delayed assignments, home work that is required as preparation for class, or lack of participation in class 
resulting from your extra-curricular involvement. 

 
Statement on Academic Conduct and Support Systems 

 

Academic Conduct: 
Plagiarism – presenting someone else’s ideas as your own, either verbatim or recast in your own words – is a serious 
academic offense with serious consequences. Please familiarize yourself with the discussion of plagiarism in SCampus in 
Part B, Section 11, “Behavior Violating University Standards” policy.usc.edu/scampus-part-b. Other forms of academic 

https://policy.usc.edu/scampus-part-b/
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dishonesty are equally unacceptable.  See additional information in SCampus and university policies on scientific 
misconduct, http://policy.usc.edu/scientific-misconduct. 

Statement for Students with Disabilities 
Any student requesting academic accommodations based on a disability is required to register with Disability Services and 
Programs (DSP) each semester. A letter of verification for approved accommodations can be obtained from DSP. Please be 
sure the letter is delivered to me (or to TA) as early in the semester as possible. DSP is located in STU 301 and is open 8:30 
a.m.–5:00 p.m., Monday through Friday. Website for DSP and contact information: (213) 740-0776 (Phone), (213) 740-6948 
(TDD only), (213) 740-8216 (FAX) ability@usc.edu. 
 

 
Emergency Preparedness/Course Continuity in a Crisis 
In case of a declared emergency if travel to campus is not feasible, USC executive leadership will announce an electronic 
way for instructors to teach students in their residence halls or homes using a combination of Blackboard, teleconferencing, 
and other technologies. See the university’s site on Campus Safety and Emergency Preparedness. 
  

*** 
 

Support Systems: 
Student Counseling Services (SCS) – (213) 740-7711 – 24/7 on call 
Free and confidential mental health treatment for students, including short-term psychotherapy, group counseling, stress 
fitness workshops, and crisis intervention. engemannshc.usc.edu/counseling 
 
 
 
National Suicide Prevention Lifeline – 1 (800) 273-8255 
Provides free and confidential emotional support to people in suicidal crisis or emotional distress 24 hours a day, 7 days a 
week. www.suicidepreventionlifeline.org 
 
 
Relationship and Sexual Violence Prevention Services (RSVP) – (213) 740-4900 – 24/7 on call 
Free and confidential therapy services, workshops, and training for situations related to gender-based harm. 
engemannshc.usc.edu/rsvp 
 
Sexual Assault Resource Center 
For more information about how to get help or help a survivor, rights, reporting options, and additional resources, visit the 
website: sarc.usc.edu 
 
Office of Equity and Diversity (OED)/Title IX Compliance – (213) 740-5086 
Works with faculty, staff, visitors, applicants, and students around issues of protected class. equity.usc.edu  
 
Bias Assessment Response and Support 
Incidents of bias, hate crimes and microaggressions need to be reported allowing for appropriate investigation and 
response. studentaffairs.usc.edu/bias-assessment-response-support 
 
The Office of Disability Services and Programs  
Provides certification for students with disabilities and helps arrange relevant accommodations. dsp.usc.edu 
 
Student Support and Advocacy – (213) 821-4710 
Assists students and families in resolving complex issues adversely affecting their success as a student EX: personal, 
financial, and academic. studentaffairs.usc.edu/ssa 
 
Diversity at USC  

https://engemannshc.usc.edu/counseling
http://www.suicidepreventionlifeline.org/
https://engemannshc.usc.edu/rsvp/
http://sarc.usc.edu/
http://equity.usc.edu/
https://studentaffairs.usc.edu/bias-assessment-response-support/
http://dsp.usc.edu/
https://studentaffairs.usc.edu/ssa/
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Information on events, programs and training, the Diversity Task Force (including representatives for each school), 
chronology, participation, and various resources for students. diversity.usc.edu 
 
USC Emergency Information 
Provides safety and other updates, including ways in which instruction will be continued if an officially declared emergency 
makes travel to campus infeasible. emergency.usc.edu 
 
USC Department of Public Safety  – UPC: (213) 740-4321 – HSC: (323) 442-1000 – 24-hour emergency or to report a crime.  
Provides overall safety to USC community. dps.usc.edu 

https://diversity.usc.edu/
http://emergency.usc.edu/
http://dps.usc.edu/
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